Help your hospital reduce its operating expenses and IT constraints with a hosted workforce management solution
You depend on ANSOS One-Staff™ for workforce management around the clock. What if there are times when your IT staff can’t be on location? It can leave a gap in the management of your database and IT infrastructure. After-hours calls to specialized hospital IT personnel do more than drive up costs. They may also delay response time to system issues and fuel dissatisfaction among the employees your organization depends on most.

Our ANSOS One-Staff™ SaaS (software as a service) solution fills the gap perfectly. With our hosted solutions beating contracted uptime performance metrics the last five years (2007-2012), you’re up and running with the most current versions, modules and enhancements.

**Control costs with monthly subscription service**

ANSOS One-Staff SaaS is available 24x7 for a predictable low monthly fee. You won’t face budgeting challenges when new releases or modules require hardware upgrades. And you gain unlimited access to your application, as well as McKesson’s ANSOS One-Staff expert knowledge and experience. In certain cases, real-time support can shadow your session to provide assistance should you request it.

**Secure data transmitted over the Internet**

ANSOS One-Staff SaaS is a thin-client solution that publishes the core ANSOS One-Staff application over the Internet (see technical diagram above). Internet load balancers evenly distribute the load of the application, and its web modules load across multiple servers. Windows® Active Directory® delivers user authentication, and Microsoft® SQL clustering provides redundancy for the databases. To help safeguard all data transmitted to our hosting facility, a complete SSL (secure socket layer) solution helps manage all of your incoming and outgoing transmissions.

**Convert to ANSOS One-Staff SaaS with ease**

Your current release and user knowledge base are key factors in determining how long a conversion to ANSOS One-Staff SaaS will take. Rest assured that McKesson will be there with you every step of the way.
We will upgrade your system to the most current release. By training your staff on new functionalities, our professional services team will help you align your policies and procedures to support these system enhancements. As a result, your organization can make patient-driven staffing and scheduling decisions that enable quality, cost-effective patient care.

**Speed your transition with our systems engineer**

If your facility already uses ANSOS One-Staff, you only need an Internet browser to connect to your application. In a matter of days, the systems engineer who spearheads your transition can help you have your ANSOS One-Staff SaaS system up and running with your data.

The engineer will also make sure that:

- The database is installed and configured to meet your specific needs
- The system layout, drive usage, mappings and available memory are monitored 24x7
- Continuity of the system has been tested and recovery tested with the facility
- A roadmap to the system has been delivered, and you are online

**Let us perform regular maintenance for you**

Your system will notify a McKesson engineer of any outages. In addition, our team will perform regular maintenance, including:

- Resolving any critical failures immediately on a 24x7 basis
- Monitoring and improving database performance
- Completing upgrades for new product releases
- Monitoring storage and usage
- Monitoring space allocation for application data and increasing as needed
- Proactively resolving issues regarding application usage
- Supporting application security by monitoring usage

We will monitor backup creation to confirm that your process is running. We will also perform upgrades and patches to your database and server software. If desired, we will also generate monthly status reports of your application activity.

**Call McKesson today**

You can be confident with a solution that helps give you peace of mind. Your organization only needs to use ANSOS One-Staff SaaS — we’ll take care of the technology. For more information on ANSOS One-Staff SaaS, visit www.mckesson.com/workforce or contact our sales and marketing team at 1.800.442.6767, option 2.